Presentation 3, Jacob Fetterman, April 22nd, 4pm
Citizen science and recreational connection to dams and river
obstruction -- Trout Unlimited's digital mapping effort and why it's
important
Essential
Question:
Vocabulary:

How can public GIS mapping software contribute to
habitat health and environmental stewardship?
GIS: Geographic Information Systems – a framework
for gathering and presenting data spatially and
geographically (digital mapping of data).
Citizen Science – efforts to enable the public to
contribute to scientific research or projects, often
through technology
Stream Obstruction – anything that “obstructs” the
flow of water down a river or stream, can be natural or
human-made

• There are so many types and sizes of dams across our watershed (and
many parts of the US) that often it is difficult to monitor them all.
Even small dams and obstructions can affect the health of a
waterway. Jacob Fetterman of Trout Unlimited, a recreational fishing
advocacy group, will describe a project that is attempting to deal with
this issue through citizen collaboration and technology.
• Dams might be the most dramatic of “stream obstructions” but there
can be many others as well. What does this citizen science effort to
record current stream obstructions do for communities?
• Why is Trout Unlimited focusing on recreational users of the
watershed to help with this effort?
• There are many digital efforts to map or survey dams. In what ways is
digital mapping a useful tool in studying dams, or watershed science
in general? What does spatial data and mapping (GIS – geographic
information systems) add to this discipline?
• Reflection: What other questions or dam related topics did this
presentation bring up for you? What kinds of skills are needed to
carry out Jacob Fetterman’s work?
• Extension: Visit a stream or waterway near to you and use TU’s
RIVERS app to conduct a citizen survey of the area. Even if someone
has already entered data for your local stream, updating the map with
current conditions is important as well!
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